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Abstract— The general strategy to get a very fast torque con-

trol in a DC or AC machine is based on keeping the pulsational 
emfs of all of its phases as small as possible during transient 
states and achieving the torque changes by exclusively enhancing 
the rotational emfs. All the resources available have to be orient-
ed in this direction. This very simple but profound physical idea, 
when applied to DC or AC machines, allows the different control 
methods for these machines developed to date and regarded as 
the best from a dynamic point of view to be deduced in a unified, 
systematic and straightforward way. 
 

Index Terms— DC and AC Motor Drives, Direct Torque Con-
trol, Field-Oriented Control, Vector Control, Space phasors.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

ARIABLE speed drives have been used in industry for 
many decades. The first motors used to this end were DC mo-
tors with separate excitation. Initially, speed control below the 
base speed was achieved using a wasteful resistance in the ar-
mature circuit. However, after H. Ward Leonard’s proposal 
[1], it gradually became accepted that the best solution was 
obtained by keeping the excitation constant and varying the 
armature voltage.  

When, from the sixties onwards, variable speed drives with 
squirrel cage motors became more and more popular (fa-
voured by the development of power electronics), the well-
known volts/hertz control was first applied. Thereafter, relying 
on the works of Hasse [2] and Blaschke [3], [4], the so called 
field-orientation control (FOC) became widespread, its physi-
cal analogy with the DC machine control was underlined and 
the method was claimed to provide the optimum dynamic re-
sponse. However, a few years later, the direct self control 
(DSC) [5], [6] and the direct torque control (DTC) [7] meth-
ods were developed and it was stated that, besides their greater 
simplicity and robustness against motor parameter changes, 
they were also superior to FOC as to the dynamic behaviour 
(e.g., Section VI in [7]). 

For doubly fed asynchronous machines (DFAM) various 
control strategies based mainly as well on FOC and DTC have 
been recommended (e, g. [8] – [10])  

For permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSM) with 
exterior permanent magnets (PM), keeping the stator current 
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sheet aligned with the rotor magnet (that is, orthogonalizing 
stator and rotor fields) has long been proposed as the optimal 
mode of operation [11] as it provides maximum torque per sta-
tor ampere. The maximum torque per ampere strategy has also 
been applied [12] to PMSM with interior PM, although in this 
case the stator current sheet and rotor magnet are, of course, 
no longer aligned. Other authors, on the contrary, prefer to 
keep the above-mentioned alignment even for motors with in-
terior PM. On the other hand, the DTC has also been presented 
as an alternative control method with clear advantages and 
valid for both kinds of PMSM [13]. 

As for the synchronous motors with wound rotor, apart 
from the current-fed self-controlled machine mode of opera-
tion (quite similar in its behaviour to the DC machine), there 
have also been different control proposals in the technical lit-
erature [14] - [17].  

The situation outlined is quite unsatisfactory. Indeed, it is 
very often stated that there is, in reality, only one DTC method 
with two slightly different versions (those cited in [6] and [7]), 
which is, at least, clearly questionable. Likewise, there is a 
general consensus that there are two main alternatives for high 
performance torque control of all AC machines, FOC and 
DTC, which are regarded as two clearly different and unrelat-
ed techniques (see, e. g., page 408 of [18], where, in contrast 
to FOC, DTC is considered an “advanced scalar control tech-
nique”). But again, this statement on only two main methods 
is rather misleading, for the general term “FOC” does not de-
fine a unique control strategy, as there are rotor (RFOC), sta-
tor (SFOC) and air gap flux oriented control methods with no 
clear rules or laws as to the suitable option in each case (for 
instance, which “field oriented” coordinates to choose to get 
the fastest dynamic response in the synchronous motor or in 
the DFAM? and why?). Moreover, especially in induction mo-
tors, several coordinates transformations other than the three 
classical “field oriented” transformations can also be selected 
to achieve decoupling and linearization of the machine equa-
tions, [19].  

In view of these facts, this paper first tackles the following 
question: is it possible to establish a general approach which 
allows deducing and developing control methods for DC and 
AC machines in a unified and systematic way so as to always 
get a very fast dynamic torque response?  

This question is discussed and answered affirmatively in 
Section II, stating what is called the general approach or gen-
eral principle for a very fast dynamic torque control 
(GAFTOC) and which relies on a very simple but profound 
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physical idea: one must try to achieve that the energy conver-
sion process during transient states takes place under the ex-
clusive presence of rotational emfs, just as happens in steady 
state.  

This fundamental idea is applied in a systematic way to DC 
machines (Section III) and all industrial AC machines: squirrel 
cage motors (Section IV), doubly fed asynchronous machines 
(Section V) and synchronous machines with PM or with 
wound rotor (Section IV). This results in getting all of the con-
trol methods for these machines developed to date and regard-
ed in the technical literature as being the best from a dynamic 
point of view. 

In Section III, the traditional viewpoint to study the DC mo-
tor control is abandoned in favour of the new GAFTOC per-
spective. This motor is suitable to begin with, as the problem 
associated with it comes down to analyzing the emfs in just 
two single windings.  

 Section IV is the longest one because it shows in detail and 
for the first time how to apply GAFTOC to an AC machine, 
and also because of the great industrial importance of the in-
duction motor. In this section it also becomes clear that, from 
a conceptual viewpoint, the FOC and DTC methods are not so 
different as is usually stated, but that the truth is rather just the 
opposite: they can be regarded as the two logical options when 
trying to fulfil the GAFTOC requirements. 

Applying GAFTOC to the DFAM in Section V leads to a 
unique solution which calls for a control strategy very recently 
presented in [9], [10], and discussed in detail with various 
proposals for improvements in [20]. 

Section VI applies GAFTOC to synchronous motors with 
wound rotor or with PM. As to the latter type, it is shown that 
there are also, as in the induction motor, two logical options 
for getting a very fast dynamic response, one of which being 
the well known method of orthogonalizing stator and rotor 
fields. In synchronous motors with wound rotors fed through a 
cycloconverter, the GAFTOC points to a new control structure 
with certain differences with respect to one of the best pub-
lished in the technical literature, which is also discussed in the 
paper.  

Finally, Section VII provides a new insight into the compar-
ison between FOC, DTC and DSC, emphasising the novel 
similarities and differences that arise when they are examined 
from the GAFTOC viewpoint. 

II. GENERAL APPROACH FOR A VERY FAST TORQUE CONTROL 

(GAFTOC) 

The phases of a rotating electrical machine are built, in the 
general case, by the interconnection of coils, and can be either 
short-circuited or connected to an electric source.  

With the only purpose of introducing in a very brief and in-
tuitive way the fundamental idea underlying fast torque con-
trol, let us consider the simplest case of a single short-circuited 
coil. If the coil is placed within a rotating magnetic field of 
constant amplitude and arbitrary speed, a so called rotational 
emf is induced in the coil which drives a current trough it and 
creates a torque. However, if the field’s spatial orientation re-
mains constant and only its amplitude changes over time in an 

arbitrary manner, and if the field and coil axes are aligned, a 
purely pulsational emf is induced in the coil, which also drives 
a current, but, no matter how big the current may be, there is 
no torque now. Therefore, it is clear that in order to produce 
motion this pulsational emf is useless and, moreover, one must 
regard it as a waste of resources and time (the time required 
for producing the current associated with the pulsational emf). 
In a nutshell, the motional emf is concerned with electrome-
chanical energy conversion, while the pulsational emf pro-
vides a means of electrical energy transfer between magneti-
cally coupled circuits. 

As indicated in the coil example, the speed (rotational emf) 
or the oscillation frequency (pulsational emf) of the field may 
be constant or vary in an arbitrary manner and the above con-
clusions remain valid in both cases. Notice that, although vir-
tually ignoring this principle, electrical engineers, in fact, have 
resorted to it for efficient utilization of the machine, but only 
in steady state. Indeed, it is easy to check that in steady state 
of DC and symmetrical AC machines, the electromechanical 
energy conversion process takes place under the exclusive 
presence of only rotational emfs, and these emfs are the only 
ones enhanced. There is no machine winding at all in which a 
pulsational emf appears in steady state: the emfs induced in 
the windings are either rotational (as in the polyphase wind-
ings1) or null (as in the field winding of DC and synchronous 
machines).  

There are no reasons to restrict this mode of operation to 
steady states in converter-fed electrical machines. In other 
words, regarding the nature of the emfs induced in the wind-
ings, the energy conversion process during transient state 
must evolve as in steady state, which will result in a fast dy-
namic response and a efficient utilization of the machine (and 
of the power conditioning unit).  

Therefore, the strategy to get very fast machine torque con-
trol is based on keeping the pulsational emfs of all of its phas-
es as small as possible during transients and achieving torque 
changes by exclusively enhancing the rotational emfs. All the 
resources available have to be oriented in this direction. This 
statement constitutes the general approach or general strategy 
for a very fast dynamic torque control (GAFTOC) in DC or 
symmetrical AC machines2.  

III. VERY FAST TORQUE CONTROL OF DIRECT CURRENT 

MACHINES 

Let us briefly review the classical control method below the 
base speed of a DC motor with separate excitation.  

The armature is connected to the output of a controlled rec-

 
1 Transient phenomena in converter fed AC machines and their control are 

worldwide analyzed by considering only the fundamental space waves (which 
can be characterized by space phasors). This hypothesis is also maintained in 
this paper. Thus, the pulsational e.m.f. of a stator or rotor polyphase winding 
here referred to is simply the one due to the magnitude variation (“pulsation”) 
of its flux linkage space phasor, , whereas the rotational e.m.f. is the one 
produced by the rotation of  in a reference frame fixed to the winding  

2 In this paper it is always assumed that AC machines have two or more 
symmetrical phases. In AC single phase machines it makes no sense at all to 
demand a transient evolution without pulsational emfs, as not even in steady 
state can they be eliminated.  
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tifier or chopper and the field excitation winding to a constant 
voltage source in order to get a constant field current, if (See 
Fig. 1 where, in order to underline the analogies with subse-
quent AC machines control structures, if is obtained by means 
of a current controller ). Moreover, the brushes are placed so 
that the armature and excitation m.m.f. waves are orthogonal 
to each other. In this way, the pole flux, p, is equal to the flux 
between the brushes, b, and remains practically constant, re-
gardless of the armature current, ia. To increase the torque, the 
armature voltage is duly increased, whereupon ia increases and 
so does the torque (T = K ꞏ b ꞏ ia) as well. Notice that there is 
no pulsational emf in the field winding during this transient 
process. 

It is important first of all to be aware that if a controlled 
converter without restrictions as to voltage and current were 
available, then the brushes may be placed, in principle, at any 
position. For instance, assume the brushes are shifted in the 
usual direction to improve commutation. In this case, increas-
ing the current ia would mean reducing p as well as b, and, 
therefore, more ia would be needed to provide the same torque. 
However, one could get the required torque, and as quickly as 
before, simply by applying more armature voltage, which 
would result in the current increasing faster and reaching a 
larger final value. (Of course, not only the converter, but also 
the commutator and the armature winding must be able to 
withstand this greater final value). These facts clearly show 
that if there are no restrictions as to the resources available, 
there is no point in questioning which method is the best, 
simply because practically any method (in the example under 
study: brushes at any position) could provide the same dynam-
ic torque performance. 

 
Fig.1.  DC Machine control. In the subsequent schemes the speed control loop 
will be omitted to focus attention on torque and flux control. Field weakening 
operation is not considered in this paper. 

From the above considerations it becomes clear that with a 
given converter (specified restrictions), shifting the brushes 
from their neutral position results in a method with a worse 
dynamic response. From the traditional viewpoint the reason is 
said to be that flux and current are no longer decoupled, which 
is true. However, from the new GAFTOC perspective it can 
also be stated that with the brushes shifted, changing the arma-
ture current results in a pulsational emf in the excitation wind-
ing, which, according to what has been explained, must pro-
duce degradation of the dynamic response and under-
utilisation of motor and rectifier. 

Now, assuming a given converter and after having placed 
the brushes at their correct position the question arises whether 
it is possible to still improve the dynamic torque response or 

whether, on the contrary, the limit has already been attained. 
Answering this question requires investigating whether there 
are still dynamic pulsational emfs remaining in the system and 
whether they can be eliminated or, at least, reduced. And it is 
easy to see that during the transients the quadrature axis pul-
sating field due to the armature current variations self-induces 
a pulsational emf in the armature winding. The only margin 
left to try to improve the dynamic response, if at all possible, 
must lie in this emf. Using a second controlled rectifier in the 
excitation winding in order to counteract (by means of suitable 
if variations) the instantaneous armature field variations is a 
proposal doomed to failure, simply because the direct axis 
magnetic field of the excitation (Fig. 1) can never eliminate a 
quadrature axis magnetic field. Of course, a second proposal 
of eliminating the ia variations during torque variations makes 
no sense at all. However, it is known that although the arma-
ture winding rotates, it produces (thanks to the brushes-
commutator set) a magnetic field with a fixed spatial orienta-
tion and whose amplitude varies in step with ia. Based on this 
fact, there is a third (and this time successful) proposal: to 
counteract the armature field by a fixed winding fed with ia 
and placed so as to produce an opposite quadrature axis field. 
This is the compensating winding which, as is well known, 
DC machines meant for very fast response are provided with. 
Of course, since the machine quadrature axis field has practi-
cally been eliminated, there is almost no pulsational emf in-
duced in the compensating winding either.  

To sum up, finding the best dynamic solution for DC ma-
chine control coincides with eliminating the pulsational emfs 
in all of its windings (armature, excitation and compensating 
windings) during transients. 

IV. VERY FAST TORQUE CONTROL OF SQUIRREL CAGE 

INDUCTION MOTORS 

In symmetrical stator or rotor polyphase windings, and with 
the usual assumption that only the fundamental machine space 
waves are taken into account, determining the flux linkage of 
any phase by means of space phasors [21], [31] is quite sim-
ple: it is proportional to the projection on the phase axis of the 
corresponding flux linkage space phasor.  

In induction machines, the stator or rotor flux linkage space 
phasor in the stator or rotor reference frame, respectively, is 
given in the general case by   

( )( ) xj t
x x t e   


 (1) 

Fig. 2 shows the derivative of the x phasor in the x refer-
ence frame, which is equal to the corresponding emf space 
phasor (x = stator or rotor), that is:  

   

( )

( )
, , .

( )

( ) ( )

j t
x x x

x j t
x x puls x rot

d d
e t e

dt dt
d t d t

e j e e
dt dt



 

        


     

 

    (2) 

The total emf induced in a phase is given by the projection 
of the ex phasor on the phase axis. This phasor, in turn, can be 
decomposed into the pulsational and the rotational emf space 
phasors. The former only exists when there are variations in 
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the x magnitude and is aligned with it, whereas the latter on-
ly exists when there are variations in the x orientation, that 
is, if x rotates, and is orthogonal to it. 

 
Fig.2.  Flux linkage space phasor, x, and space phasor of induced emf (total, 
rotational and pulsational) 

Therefore, according to (2), keeping the pulsational emfs 
null in all of the stator or rotor phases during any transient is 
achieved simply by keeping the magnitude of str or rot, re-
spectively, constant. In other words, to get a fast dynamic 
torque response, only the rotational speed of  has to be 
changed during the transient. The faster this speed changes, 
the greater the rotational emfs induced in the winding and, 
therefore, according to Section II, the quicker the torque 
changes. 

Let us now consider an induction motor fed through an 
electronic converter. Since stator and rotor currents are interre-
lated, it is possible, by means of a suitable control, to force the 
converter to deliver a set of stator currents so that either str 
or rot keep its magnitude constant during any transient. But it 
is impossible to simultaneously and independently control the 
stator and rotor currents, since this would require feeding the 
stator and the squirrel cage rotor with two independent electric 
sources. Therefore, in this machine the ideal aim of eliminat-
ing the pulsational emfs in all of its windings can never be ac-
complished. 

In view of these facts, one has to choose to keep either the 
rot or the str magnitude constant.  

Let us analyze the first option. In the rotor winding of the 
asynchronous motor, since there are no external voltages ap-
plied, the following equation always holds 

rot rot rote R i
 

 (3) 

In other words, the emf and current space phasors of the ro-
tor are always aligned. Moreover, according to Fig. 2 and (2), 
the fact that the rotor emf is purely rotational implies that the 
space phasors rot and erot are perpendicular to each other, 
which in turn means that, according to (3), the irot and rot 
phasors are perpendicular too. On the other hand, since stator 
and rotor currents are interrelated, it is very easy to prove (see 
appendix) that keeping irot and rot orthogonal to each other is 
equivalent to stating that the affix of the is phasor moves along 
a straight line perpendicular to rot during any transient. In 
other words, fast torque changes (associated in this first con-
trol option to null pulsational emfs in the rotor windings) must 
be achieved changing only the q component of the space 
phasor is in a reference frame tied to rot which leads immedi-
ately to the block control scheme of Fig. 3 This constitutes the 

RFOC method expressed in the formulation by Blaschke [3], 
[4] also called direct RFOC. (Coordinates transformations, 
flux angle estimation etc. in this and in subsequent schemes 
are particular technological tasks very well known in the tech-
nical literature and whose analysis does not belong to a gen-
eral paper). 

 
Fig.3.  Direct Rotor Field Oriented Control of an induction machine 

It is now appropriate to remember that the two following 
equations always hold in the induction machine (C1 and C2 are 
two machine constants)  

   1 , ( )rot s qT t C t i t   (4) 

 
 2 ,

1
( ) ( )rot

rot s q
rot

d t
t C i t

dt t
 



 


 (5) 

Equation (4) states that if the RFOC method is used, that is, 
if the machine is forced to work with a constant rot magni-
tude, the instantaneous torque becomes proportional to is,q 
(which is the variable used to modify it, as just explained). But 
it follows from (5) that is,q is proportional to the speed of rot 
with respect to the rotor, rot (provided again, that the rot 
magnitude remains constant). Therefore, from an alternative 
perspective it can also be stated that in the RFOC the torque is 
proportional to the rot speed (more precisely: to the instanta-
neous rot slip) and that the quantity used to change the torque 
is just this speed (indirect RFOC). So, depending on the con-
trol variable considered, there are two equivalent ways to im-
plement the strategy of keeping the rot amplitude constant: 
direct and indirect RFOC. 

Notice that the second formulation does not resort to the 
concept of “field orientation” (a viewpoint very well explained 
in [4]), but rather points to the flux linkage space phasor 
speed. This perspective also provides a good physical insight 
into the transient process in that it allows us to easily correlate 
the fast build-up of torque with the way in which the currents 
must vary: to quickly increase the torque, the stator currents 
must suddenly change their phase angle in order to force a 
jump of the flux phasor speed. An increase in the magnitude of 
the currents, even if high and fast, will have little effect on a 
quick torque build-up if the mentioned phase angle variation 
does not take place. (This fact was already demonstrated and 
emphasized in a very clarifying manner in [22]). 

Of course, the RFOC eliminates the pulsational emfs only 
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in the rotor windings, whereas the ideal limit would be to 
eliminate them in all the machine windings. Therefore, it is 
only logical to ask how far away RFOC is from this limit. And 
the answer is that it is close to it.  

To get this answer, one needs to analyze what happens to 
the str magnitude. To this end, we will make use of the two 
following equations: 

,

,

str com str s

rot com rot r

L i

L i





   

   

  

    (6) 

In these two equations, the second  component (leakage) 
is rather small in industrial motors, provided there are no big 
overcurrents. It can reach between 3 and 12 % of . There-
fore, for a first and fast estimate, it can be written:  

,rot com rot rot com strL i     
    

   (7) 

that is, keeping the rot magnitude constant guarantees that 
str magnitude variations will be small, and thus the stator 
pulsational emfs will be small as well.  

Instead of keeping the rot magnitude constant, the other 
logical control option is to keep the str magnitude constant 
and achieve torque changes through variations of its speed. 

As just explained, str and rot are rather similar space 
phasors (they would be the same in a motor with no leakage). 
But it has already been seen that if the rot magnitude is kept 
constant, the induction machine torque is exactly proportional 
to the rot slip. Therefore, if the str magnitude is kept con-
stant, one can expect, for a first and fast estimate, that the 
torque will also be approximately proportional to the str 
speed with regard to the rotor (the “str slip”). This fact (quite 
easy to predict as to its qualitative results making use of the 
previous reasoning), was demonstrated in an already classical 
paper [7] in which the exact relationship between both varia-
bles is given and where it is explicitly written that “the quick 
torque response can be attained by using as much str – slip as 
possible”. This idea, as explained in [7], constitutes the hard 
core of the DTC method, initially developed for induction ma-
chines.  

The above explanations clearly show that from a conceptual 
point of view, RFOC and DTC in the induction machine are 
not so different as is usually stated. On the contrary, they can 
be better regarded as two logical options when trying to fulfil 
the GAFTOC requirements: RFOC maintains the rot magni-
tude constant while DTC does the same with est, but both 
methods achieve very fast torque changes through steps in 
their ‘slip-speed’. 

Following this line of thought, we must be aware that, from 
a rigorous conceptual perspective, the DTC in [7] should actu-
ally be categorized as one of the possible variants to put the 
strategy of keeping the str magnitude constant into practice. 
Indeed, one can also perform the aforementioned strategy 
choosing as main control variable the stator current space 
phasor expressed in a reference frame tied to str and control-
ling the torque by means of isq (In this reference frame, unlike 
in the rot frame, isd and isq are coupled due to the influence of 

the machine transient reactance – [23], page 317 – and any 
change in isq in order to meet a torque demand variation, will 
result in a stator flux change if isd does not vary in a suitable 
manner). Therefore, a decoupling circuit is needed to adjust 
the isd reference to changes in the isq reference, so that the str 
magnitude remains constant during transients below the base 
speed). This is the SFOC method (Fig. 4).  

 
Fig.4.  Stator Field Oriented Control of an induction machine  

The initial resistances to accept the conceptual perspective 
on FOC and DTC established above are due to the fact that in 
the technical literature the essential nature and fundamental 
characteristic of the DTC method are almost always presented 
and understood from an operating perspective and they are 
primarily associated with the very simple and fast way the sta-
tor flux linkage phasor and the torque are controlled. The DTC 
method can also be very fast and easily deduced from Fig. 5 (a 
simple extension of Fig. 2 displayed to explain the FOC) again 
using the GAFTOC perspective as follows: since stator emf 
and stator voltage are almost equal quantities (negligible resis-
tive voltage drop), the stator voltage phasor guides the stator 
flux phasor forcing it to approach a circular trajectory, so that 
only rotational emf emerges. 

If str stru e 
 

, then according to (2): 

str
str str str

d
u u t

dt


    


  

 

that is, during any converter control cycle the variation of 
the str phasor takes place very close to the direction of the 
voltage space phasor selected during the interval (Fig. 5).  

 
Fig.5.  Stator flux phasor changes in a modulation step and stator pulsational 
and rotational emfs space phasors. 

In other words, the amplitude of str is controlled by using 
radial voltage components (that is, pulsational emf, which on-
ly affects the flux magnitude), whereas the torque is adjusted 
by applying tangential voltage components (that is, rotational 
emf, directly related to the torque generation – as explained in 
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Section II – and which only affects the speed of the flux phas-
or, producing a “tangential pull” on it). Thus, both the ampli-
tude and speed of str can be controlled by selecting proper 
stator voltage phasors. Flux and torque errors are limited by 
hysteresis controllers. The switching state of the inverter, de-
pending on the controllers’ outputs and on the actual flux 
phasor position, is determined by a look-up table, which at the 
end of every control cycle selects the best voltage phasor from 
the different discrete values which the inverter can actually de-
liver (Fig. 6). In this way, whereas in other previous methods 
the inverter was modelled as an ideal controllable voltage or 
current source (which it is not) the DTC method takes into ac-
count the discontinuous nature and limits of the power source 
in the design process. 

 
Fig.6.  Direct Torque Control of an induction machine. 

Due to this fact it is often stated that DTC must be dynami-
cally better than any other method, because it always applies 
the maximum or the optimum voltage phasor (among all those 
which are actually available from the converter) to the motor, 
and this way it should develop the maximum response speed 
in guiding the motor variables to their reference values. But, 
theoretically, a similar behaviour also occurs with the FOC 
method, provided current hysteresis controllers are used: when 
a phase current leaves the hysteresis band around the reference 
value, it is forced to return to it always applying the maximum 
voltage the inverter is capable of to the phase input terminal. 
Of course, three phase hysteresis controllers (as those in Fig. 3 
and Fig. 4) have some well known drawbacks [24] and PI con-
trollers in (d,q) coordinates (see, for example [25]) are much 
more usual in commercial FOC schemes. However, the DTC 
in its primitive and quite attractive implementation also has its 
own disadvantages that have been addressed in different ways 
(see a survey in [19]), one of which is shown in Fig. 7. Notice 
again how clearly and easily the torque and stator flux control 
inputs in this figure are related to the two voltage components 
displayed in Fig. 5.  

Contrary to the theoretical considerations in the preceding 
pages, there are practical aspects and technological criteria in 
which DTC and FOC do differ. These aspects, very important 
from an industrial viewpoint (parameter sensitivity, computa-
tion complexity, torque and current ripple in steady state, 

switching frequency, noise, losses, sensors required, etc) are 
mainly tied to the different particular ways in which the same 
general control philosophy can be implemented with today’s 
technology. The comparison of DTC and FOC in relation to 
certain of these aspects has already been carried out, [26] and 
[27] and falls outside the scope of this paper. 

 
Fig.7.  Direct Torque Control with constant modulation frequency of an in-
duction machine. (Compensation term  is optional)  

V. VERY FAST TORQUE CONTROL OF DOUBLY CONVERTER-FED 

ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES (DFAM) 

 Contrary to the induction motor, in the DFAM it is actually 
possible to keep the pulsational emfs null in all of its wind-
ings. To this end, the stator and rotor converters have to be 
operated to maintain str and rot magnitudes constant, as fol-
lows immediately from the GAFTOC. Actually, this idea of 
keeping str and rot magnitudes constant has been proposed 
very recently in [9] and [10] where it is presented as a further 
improvement over the latest and best proposal in the chain of 
previous developments over time concerning the DFAM [8]. 
In particular, the authors of [9] point out dynamic deficiencies 
as well as other drawbacks of the indirect airgap field oriented 
control in [8] and present their approach as superior. Notice 
that this is in line with the GAFTOC as an airgap field orient-
ed control not aimed to keep both str and rot magnitudes 
constant does not eliminate all pulsational emfs.  

In the case of DC (Section III), induction (Section IV) and 
PM synchronous machines (see next Section VI) there are 
hundreds of industrial drives and technical contributions 
which experimentally attest the very good dynamic perfor-
mance of all control structures that this paper now derives as 
particular applications of the GAFTOC. The situation is dif-
ferent with regard to the DFAM and therefore this machine 
seems well suited to present some comparative results that 
highlight the GAFTOC possibilities, taking as starting point 
the control structure in [9].  

Actually [9]is a very valuable and interesting contribution 
as it introduces for the first time a constant str and rot mag-
nitude strategy for the DFAM torque control, but it still has 
place for improvement in two main aspects. On the one hand, 
the use of a classical V/f scalar law in the rotor side implies a 
loose and indirect rotor flux control (partial DTC, pDTC) that 
may result in rotor flux linkage oscillations especially during 
hard transients, and therefore in pulsational emfs being in-
duced in the rotor windings. On the other hand, the rotor fre-
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quency profile chosen in pDTC unnecessarily forces the stator 
frequency to be close to its rated value throughout an extended 
speed range (about  ½ of rated speed around stall operation) 
disregarding the fact that torque control response is slowed 
down when the machine voltage gets close to the inverter ceil-
ing voltage. In order to overcome both limitations the authors 
have proposed [20] the control structure in Fig. 8 (DTsrfC): 
the rotor V/F controller of pDTC is substituted by an addition-
al DTC type controller in the rotor side to keep the rot mag-
nitude strictly constant (which constitutes the hard core of the 
GAFTOC) and this new DTC type controller also forces a 
field rotational speed (in the rotor fixed reference frame) set 
by a new rotor frequency profile that avoids operation of ei-
ther stator or rotor converters close to their limits as much as 
possible. 

 
Fig.8.  Direct Torque and Stator and Rotor Flux control of a DFAM. For more 
details, see [20] 

Simulation results for a 11kW machine in Fig. 9 show the 
improvement DTsrfC can provide over pDTC in torque re-
sponse at twice rated speed. Fig. 10 explains the reasons for 
this improvement: while the DTsrfC keeps the rotor flux link-
age magnitude strictly constant (but for the ripple) as required 
by the GAFTOC, the pDTC loose rotor flux control is prone to 
undesirable rotor flux magnitude (as well as d-axis currents) 
oscillations that degrade the torque response.  

 

 
Fig.9.  Response (DTsrfC and pDTC) to step changes in torque reference (0 ~ 
Trated) at twice rated speed. Simulation on a 11kW, 4 pole motor. Rs=0.32, 
Ls=4mH, R’r=0.27, Lr=5.3mH, L=132mH. 

Similar simulation results have been observed in several 
machines in a wide power range, always confirming the two 
main reasons for the machine control improvement explained 

above (Notice that simulation reduces the masking influence 
of side effects, allowing in this case a fairer comparison of the 
torque dynamic performance which is the point under discus-
sion). For more details on the DTsrfC see [20]. 

 
Fig.10.  Rotor flux linkage (above) and d-axis current (below) for DTsrfC 
and pDTC during step changes in torque reference as in Fig. 9  

VI. VERY FAST TORQUE CONTROL OF SYNCHRONOUS 

MACHINES WITH PERMANENT MAGNETS OR WITH WOUND 

ROTOR 

As has already been explained, the two conditions that must 
be met simultaneously for very fast torque control in an asyn-
chronous machine (no pulsational emfs in its windings, just as 
in steady state) are: 

. .str rotConst Const   
 

 (8) 

Let us refer in this section first to the synchronous motors 
with permanent magnet (PMSM). 

In order to be able to apply to the whole machine the simple 
and powerful perspective of the circuit theory used for asyn-
chronous machines, it is first necessary to replace the magnet 
by a suitable equivalent electric system (thus, avoiding being 
forced to resort to Maxwell´s general field equations to ac-
count for the magnet). This is a simple task in the ideal 
PMSM: the magnet can be substituted by a single winding in 
the rotor fed from an ideal constant current source, since both 
systems work in the same way.  

With this image in mind, it is clear that in order to avoid 
pulsational emfs emerging in the machine windings, the two 
requirements to be fulfilled (in a clear analogy with (8) and as 
already happens in the machine steady state) are: 

. ; ( ) .str rot rotConst t Const     


 (9) 

And again, since there is only one converter available in the 
stator, it becomes clear that it is impossible to meet both con-
ditions simultaneously. And analogously to the case of the in-
duction motor, there are also now two logical options: to keep 
constant either the magnitude of the stator flux linkage space 
phasor, str, or the value of the flux linkage corresponding to 
the single equivalent rotor winding. 

The first option can be performed, among other possibili-
ties, using the DTC procedure (see Fig. 11), as shown, for in-
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stance, in [13], [28]. As to the second option, since the rotor 
constant current does not self-induce any emf in its own wind-
ing, the solution is easy: the air gap magnetic field produced 
by the stator currents always has to be perpendicular to the 
magnetic axis of the rotor equivalent winding In this way, the 
magnitude variations in the stator field during transients will 
induce no emf at all in the equivalent rotor winding. This is 
the most widespread control method for these motors and has 
long been known (Fig. 12).  

 
Fig.11.  DTC control of a PMSM 

Let us now consider the wound rotor synchronous ma-
chines. They have three windings (armature, field and damper 
winding), but only the first two can be connected to electronic 
converters. Therefore the dynamic pulsational emfs can be 
kept null simultaneously only in two windings and thus, there 
are various combinations to be tried and compared. To date, 
no study on this issue is available in the literature. 

 
Fig.12.  Rotor Field Oriented Control of a PMSM  

Nevertheless, for a synchronous motor intended to be fed 
through a cycloconverter, the damper winding is often useless 
or even negative ([29] page 177 and [16]) and is usually not 
installed. Therefore, in such cases, according to (9), a good 
strategy will be to keep rot and the magnitude of str con-
stant by means of the stator and rotor converters. If these two 
constant values are suitably selected, and if the load torque 
does not differ too much from the rated torque, this strategy 
also guarantees that in steady state the cos  becomes practi-
cally equal to 1. And it is precisely for large currents that it is 
of the utmost importance to achieve cos  = 1, so that the con-

verter need not be oversized. 
A control variant used nowadays [16] is based on keeping 

the str magnitude constant on the one hand, and aligning the 
stator current and voltage space phasors, on the other hand. In 
this way, the stator current is always, that is, even in transient 
state and for any partial load, a purely “active” current (and 
thus cos φ = 1, which is very useful in high power drives). 
However, since the current variations in the field winding 
needed to keep the str magnitude constant in transients are 
not fast enough, due to the large field inductance, the method 
has some disadvantages as to high dynamic requirements. 
There are various ways of overcoming this drawback. Basical-
ly they rely on keeping the is and us space phasors aligned on-
ly in steady state, allowing the space phasor is to have a transi-
ent magnetizing component which is gradually reduced and 
eventually dies out as it is replaced by the action of the rotor 
current, the variations of which take much longer. A compara-
tive study between this method and that derived from the 
GAFTOC will be given in a future paper. 

VII. A NEW INSIGHT INTO THE SIMILARITIES AND 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FOC, DTC AND DSC 

According to the GAFTOC, torque changes are to be ob-
tained exclusively enhancing the rotational emfs, which in 
turn implies that in polyphase windings the magnitude of the 
corresponding  phasor must be kept constant. Notice that, 
although practically ignored, in fact this unifying principle un-
derlies all of the fast AC control structures developed in the 
technical literature and reproduced in this paper, and thus, it is 
no wonder that, when analyzed from this perspective, a gen-
eral similarity and a clear correspondence between all of these 
control schemes emerge. 

In this sense, there is a general consensus that FOC and 
DTC are two clearly different methods, a statement which the 
authors do not agree with. In fact, from a conceptual view-
point, FOC and DTC actually do pursue the same goal: to 
keep the  magnitude constant. What they do differ in is the 
way they use to achieve this goal. Regarding this issue, one 
could very briefly say that in the FOC the electrical variables 
primarily involved to access the  phasor and linked with it 
(and with the torque) are the currents, whereas in the DTC 
they are the voltages.  

Take, for instance, the induction motor, where only the 
magnitude of either str or rot can be kept constant. Both 
possibilities can be realized through the FOC (SFOC and 
RFOC respectively) or through the DTC. In the DTC, the first 
variant corresponds to its classical mode of operation. To 
achieve the second, since str and rot are linked by the fol-
lowing equation (C1 and C2 are two machine constants): 

 22
1 2 /str rot rotC C T      (10) 

it suffices to modify the str reference value at the DTC in-
put according to (10), in which rot is kept constant. 

Electrical machines (in reality, “magnetic” machines) are 
based on the action of magnetic fields, that is, they are “cur-
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rent operated” devices3. Thus, the machine equations and their 
controls are easier to formulate in terms of currents. For this, 
FOC appears preferable. However, the controlled machine is 
fed through a converter which (except for current source in-
verters) works by impressing the voltage on the machine ter-
minals. Therefore, from this perspective, using the voltages in-
stead of the currents as the main electrical variables is much 
better.  

FOC and DTC were initially developed for induction ma-
chines. Notice that the GAFTOC does not exclude the possi-
bility of other methods with good dynamic response (based, e. 
g., on field energy considerations or on the so-called modern 
non linear control techniques). These methods of course will 
not eliminate the pulsational emfs completely neither in the 
stator nor in the rotor. However it is possible that, at least the-
oretically, some of them may keep the overall action of all of 
the machine pulsational emfs small or even smaller than FOC 
or DTC do. This is in contrast to the DFAM, in which the 
method described in Section V can not be surpassed for the 
elimination of these emfs 

As to the DSC, the authors fully agree with the statement in 
[30], page 149: “DSC is often misrepresented as a subclass of 
DTC”. Indeed, the driving idea behind the DSC in [5] and [6] 
(briefly: the on–off states of the inverter semiconductors can 
be directly controlled by comparing the time integrals of the 
line voltages to reference values, without any need for a fre-
quency reference, hence the name self controlled) is clearly 
different from the way of thinking leading to the DTC in [7]. 
These differences become evident in the different str shape 
of both methods: hexagonal for the DSC and nearly circular 
for the DTC.  

DSC does not meet the GAFTOC requirements. In the au-
thors’ opinion, the DSC is a very singular, extremely ingen-
ious and highly valuable and effective control method. It is 
somewhat inferior to the DTC as regards dynamic response 
(presence of small pulsational emfs). However, for high power 
drives, where a reduced switching frequency together with 
small torque fluctuations are a must, DSC has undeniable ad-
vantages. Anyway, when switching frequency is not a con-
cern, a circular  shape is clearly preferable.  

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Electromechanical energy conversion is directly concerned 
with the motional emf, while the pulsational emf provides a 
means of electrical energy transfer between magnetically cou-
pled circuits. In fact, it is known that, in steady state of DC 
and symmetrical AC machines, the energy conversion process 
takes place under the exclusive presence of only rotational 
emfs (optimal utilization of resources). 

The foregoing mode of operation must simply be applied to 
transient states too. In other words, achieving the torque varia-
tion by exclusively enhancing the rotational emfs also during 
transients must result in a control strategy with very fast dy-
namic torque response. This is the driving idea that runs 

 
3 The “true” electrical machines are really those based primarily on the 

electric, not the magnetic field and have been known for a very long time [31]. 

throughout the whole paper. 
It should be added that the authors do not claim to have 

proven the previous statement in a mathematical way and pre-
sented it as the exact consequence of a theorem. Rather more, 
they have turned from merely mathematical to mainly physical 
considerations, and in this way (physical understanding first; 
equations only thereafter) they have brought into focus and 
drawn the attention to an extremely simple but undeniable fact 
with deep physical roots: electromechanical energy conver-
sion is primarily concerned with motional emfs and thus pul-
sational emfs should be considered a waste of resources and 
time. Therefore, keeping these pulsational emfs as small as 
possible during transients (as already done in steady states) 
must always be a very good control option ranking among the 
best ones (if not just the best one). 

The above general approach (GAFTOC), has been thor-
oughly checked and verified in this paper in that it has been 
particularized and applied to the DC machine, the squirrel 
cage motor, the doubly fed asynchronous machines and the 
synchronous machines with PM or with wound rotor. This 
has resulted in deducing in a unified, systematic and very 
easy way the control methods for these machines developed 
to date and regarded as the best from a dynamic point of 
view, and has shown that there is a general similarity and a 
clear correspondence between all of these control methods 
and schemes. 

APPENDIX 

According to Fig. 2 and to (2) in the main text, the fact that 
the rotor emf is purely rotational in the induction machine im-
plies that the space phasors rot and erot are perpendicular to 
each other, which in turn means that, according to (3), the irot 
and rot phasors are also orthogonal and therefore the locus of 
the air gap flux phasor 

,com rot rot rotL i   
  

 

must be a straight line perpendicular to rot


 (Fig. A.1). 

 
Fig. A.1 

On the other hand, since it also holds for the phasor com 

 com str rotk i i  
  

 

and since the locus of com and of irot are perpendicular to 
rot, it follows that the locus of istr must also be perpendicular 
to rot (Fig. A.2). In other words, keeping the rot magnitude 
constant in the induction motor (that is, inducing only rota-
tional emfs in its rotor) implies shifting the affix of the istr 
phasor during any transient along a straight line perpendicular 
to rot as stated in Section IV.  
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Fig. A.2 
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